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Introduction
This guide is based on the author-date system from the 6th edition of the Style manual for authors, editors and printers (Commonwealth of Australia 2002).

Why do you need this guide?
Whenever you write an assignment you are required to support your work with information from other sources. You are required to acknowledge the 
source of the information you have used.

References show:
◊ where you found your information
◊ how extensive your research is
◊ how you support your argument
◊ where your data can be verified

Use the author/date system unless you are studying or working in a discipline that uses a different referencing system.

Check with your Head of School or lecturer about which referencing style to use.

Tip: Be consistent throughout your document; select the referencing style you need and stick with it.

What is plagiarism?
Plagiarism is the act of using another person’s work and presenting it as your own. It is illegal.

Correctly citing and referencing your work will prevent you from plagiarising.

What is a reference?
A reference acknowledges the author of a piece of information and where you found it.

A reference acknowledges that another person’s work, ideas, opinions etc. have been used.

You must always acknowledge the author of the information and where you found the information regardless of whether or not you write it using their 
words or your own.

Always write a reference if you:
◊ quote words or sentences (copy someone else’s exact words)
◊ copy information (use someone else’s figures, tables)
◊ paraphrase (use someone else’s idea in your own words)
◊ summarise (use the main points of someone else’s work)
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References are written in two parts:
as an in-text citation

and as an end of text reference

Tip: If you have an in-text citation, you must have a corresponding end of text reference.

What is an in-text citation?
A citation is a short reference in the text of your writing marking the information that you have copied, quoted, paraphrased or summarised.

In the author date system of referencing an in-text citation uses the author’s family name, year of publication and if necessary the page number. E.g. 
(Pyers 2004, p.19)

Tip: If the author or authoring body is not shown, cite the work using the title and date. E.g. (Wild weather 2011, p.25)

You must cite if you:
◊ quote words or sentences (copy someone else’s exact words)
◊ copy information (use someone else’s figures, tables)
◊ paraphrase (use someone else’s idea in your own words)
◊ summarise (use the main points of someone else’s work)

The citation is placed with the idea or image that it refers to in the text.

Example:

According to Pyers (2004, p.19) yabbies and marron are the largest types of 
freshwater crustaceans.

What is an end text reference?
An end text reference contains the full details of the information used and is written and punctuated according to the chosen referencing style.

Harvard Author Date is the Institute recommended style.

Example:

Pyers, G 2004, Life in a creek, Echidna Books, Carlton.

End text references are written at the end of the document. They are presented as a list in alphabetical order using author’s family name or title if no 
author. The list is called a reference list.
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Reference list
A reference list is a list of all resources cited in the work. The list is alphabetical by author’s name or title if there is no author

There is a sample Reference list on the last page of this guide.

Bibliography
A bibliography is a list of resources cited plus other resources used in the research process. This includes books that have been read but not cited in the 
work. In other words a bibliography is a reference list plus extra readings.

Tip: check if your assignments require a reference list or a bibliography. Ask your lecturer if you’re not sure.

How to use this guide
The guide is arranged by the type of resource eg books, journals, web sources media etc.

At the start of each category is an example of the basic information in the correct formatting for both an End text Reference and an In-text citation.

Specific examples of variations on the basic type of reference or citation are also given.

To start:
1. Identify the type of resource

eg the resource is a book; the book has one author

2. Select from the resource column in the guide: Book – one author
3. Note the details you will need for your reference:

For a book it is: Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of book, Publisher, Place of Publication.

4. Look at your item again and find all the details you need.
◊ who is the author? (Martin Nakata)
◊ when was it published? (2007)
◊ what is the book called? (Disciplining the savages savaging the disciplines)
◊ where was it published? (ACT)
◊ who published it? (Aboriginal Studies Press)

5. Write your reference according to the punctuation and formatting style shown in this example:

Nakata, M 2007, Disciplining the savages savaging the disciplines, Aboriginal 
Studies Press, A.C.T.
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Referencing and citation examples
Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Book Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of book, Publisher, Place of 

Publication.
As per examples below

Book - one author Nakata, M 2007, Disciplining the savages savaging the disciplines, Aboriginal 
Studies Press, A.C.T.

Tip: p. for a single page or pp. for a page range eg p.19 or pp.19-23

It has been suggested (Nakata 2007, 
p.142)…

Book - two or three authors Clouth, P & Nutbrown, C 2002, A student’s guide to methodology, Sage 
Publications, London.

Clouth & Nutbrown (2002, p.6) 
state categorically that…

Book - more than three 
authors

McRae, H, Nettheim, G, Beacroft, L, McNamara, L & Wright, S 2003, 
Indigenous legal issues commentary and materials, 3rd edn, Lawbook Co., 
Sydney.

Tip: include all authors in end text reference

‘…history speaks in the language of 
invasion (McRae et al. 2003, p.10)

Tip: use first named author and et al. in in-
text citations 

Book - author with two names Pilkington, D (Nugi Garimara) 1996, Follow the rabbit-proof fence, 
Queensland University Press, St Lucia.

Tip: If an author has two names credited on the title page use the first listed name as the 
primary name with the other name in brackets in first name, family name order.

Pilkington (1996, pp.45-48) 
describes…

Book - author is an 
organisation, a group, 
committee, government 
department, company etc. 

Council of Remote Area Nurses 2001, Clinical procedures manual for remote 
and rural practice: how to do it in the bush!, Council for Remote Area Nurses 
of Australia, Alice Springs, N.T. 

The Council of Remote Area Nurses 
(2001, p.35) recommend…

Book - no author Yates garden guide 2006, 42nd edn, HarperCollins, Australia. As stated in Yates garden guide 
(2006, p.73) a weed mat prevents …

Book - no date Chaloupka, G n.d., Burrunguy: Nourlangie Rock, Northart, Darwin, N.T. The art described by Chaloupka 
(n.d., p.30) …

Book - edition statement Tortora, GJ & Derrickson, BD 2009, Principles of anatomy and physiology, 
12th ed., John Wiley & Sons, USA. 

This depends on positive feedback 
(Tortora & Derrickson 2009, p. 438). 

Book - edited Cochrane, S (ed.) 2001, Aboriginal art collections: highlights from Australia’s 
public museums and galleries, Fine Art publishing, Sydney.

Cochrane (2001) introduces us to…
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Book - edited with 2 or 3 
editors

Kraatz, M, Jacklyn, P & Clark M, (eds) 2009, The bush book: a manual for 
managing native vegetation across northern Australia, Greening Australia, 
Darwin, N.T. 

Kratz et al. (2009) suggest that…

Book - edited with more than 
3 editors

Dyer, R, Jacklyn, P, Partridge, I, Russell-Smith, J, & Williams, D (eds) 2001, 
Savanna burning: understanding and using fire in northern Australia, Tropic 
Savannas CRC, Darwin, N.T. 

The long term impact on plant 
and animal survival was detailed 
in a study (Dyer et al. 2009) and 
described as…

Book - chapter in an edited 
book

Havemann, P 2010,’The rule of law, betrayal and reparation’, in S Berg (ed.), 
Coming to terms: Aboriginal title in South Australia, Wakefield Press, Kent 
Town, pp.122-147.

Havemann (2010, p.123) suggests 
that the …

Book - one volume of a multi-
volume set of books

Higgins, PJ, Peter, JM & Cowling, SJ (eds) 2006, Boatbill to starlings, vol. 7, 
Handbook of Australian, New Zealand & Antarctic birds, Oxford University 
Press, Australia. 

According to Higgins et al. (2006) 
breeding begins…

Book - eBook Author’s family name, Initial(s) year, Title, format, viewed Day Month Year, 
<URL>.

Phillips, G 2003, Addictions and healing in Aboriginal country, eBook, viewed 
6 October 2010, <http://library.batchelor.edu.au:2092/fullText;dn=9892611
16787858;res=IELHSS>.

Phillips (2003) explains…

Author cited in another source 
- a secondary citation

Cook, T 1995, Black on white; policy and curriculum development in 
Aboriginal education, Human Factors Press, Epping.

Tip: always give the details of the item you have used eg as above. Harris is quoted in Cook. 
But you only end text reference Cook because this is the source of information you are using. 

Harris (1976, in Cook 1995, p. 26) 
indicates that ‘historically…

The citation includes both the author/date 
quoted and the author/dated who quoted 
them.

Institute provided study 
materials

Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of guide, description of material, 
Institution name, Location.

As per examples below

Unit guide - author Koerner, C 2010, ACT101 What is culture?, study guide, Batchelor Institute of 
Indigenous Tertiary Education, Batchelor.

Koerner (2010, p.9) clearly explains 
the requirements for an extension. 

Unit guide - no author Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education 2009, Planning a 
language project AL233/333, unit guide, Batchelor Institute of Indigenous 
Tertiary Education, Batchelor.

…as described in the unit guide 
for AL233 (Batchelor Institute of 
Indigenous Tertiary Education 
2009)…
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Workshop handouts/lecture 
notes 

See Personal communications 
Lecture materials are not included in reference lists or bibliographies. All 
acknowledgement is included in the text of your work

Readings - compiled Author’s family name, initial(s) year, Title of article in readings, page no/s, 
in name of Institution year, Unit number and title, description of material, 
version number, Location.

Wolfgang, A 2002, The silent language in the multicultural classroom, pp.145-
152, in Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education 2010, GCE 502 
Engaging Indigenous Learners, core readings, Batchelor.

Wolfgang (2002, p.146) argues 
that…

Journal articles Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, ‘Title of article’, Title of journal, volume 
(vol.), issue number (no.), page(s).

Tip: p. for a single page or pp. for a page range eg p.19 or pp.19-23

As per examples below

Journal article - single author Bhatt, ER 2009, ‘Where women are leaders: building a gentler economy’, 
New Community Quarterly, vol. 7, no. 3, pp. 4-7. 

Bhatt (2009, p.5) acknowledges that 
…

Journal article - two or three 
authors

Palaniappan, G & King, C 2009, ‘Localisation through alternative farming: 
embeddings for a better future’, New Community Quarterly, vol. 7, no. 3, pp. 
22-24. 

Palaniappan & King (2009) assert…

Journal article - more than 
three authors

Fine, M, Jaffe-Walter, R, Pedraza, P, Futch, V & Stoudt, B 2007, ‘Swimming: 
on oxygen, resistance and possibility for immigrant youth under siege’, 
Anthropology and Education Quarterly, vol. 38, no. 1, pp. 76-96. 

On the other hand Fine et al. (2007, 
p.77) focus on schools, districts and 
policies…

Journal article - from a 
website

Garcia, P 2004, ‘Pragmatic comprehension of high and low level language 
learners’, TESL–EJ, vol. 8, no. 2, viewed 2 December 2009, <http://berkeley.
edu/TESL-EJ/ej30/a!.html>. 

Garcia (2004) discusses the…

Journal article - from a 
database

Mason, R 2010, ‘Beyond the comfort zone: working in human resources in 
remote Australia’, New Community Quarterly, vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 26-32, viewed 
10 October 2011, via APA-FT.

Tip: Include title of the database at the end of the reference eg via APA-FT

Mason (2011, p.27) highlights the 
importance of…

Internet sources As per examples below As per examples below
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Web site Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of website, name of sponsor of the 

source, viewed Day Month Year, <URL>.

Northern Territory Government, 2011, Housing the Territory, Department 
of Housing, Local Government and Regional Services, viewed 1 December 
2011, <http://www.dhlgrs.nt.gov.au/>.

Tip: the author can be a person or an organisation. 

According to the Housing the 
Territory website (Northern Territory 
Government 2011) submissions 
close… 

Page/Document on a web site Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of page, name of sponsor of the 
source, viewed Day Month Year, <URL>.

Hudson, S 2010, Healthy Stores, healthy communities: the impact of outback 
stores on remote Indigenous Australians, The Centre for Independent Studies, 
viewed 27 September 2010, <http://www.cis.org.au/publications/issue-
analysis/article/1622-healthy-stores-healthy-communities-the-impact-of-
outback-stores-on-remote-indigenous-australians>.

Tip: the author can be a person or an organisation 

This is emphasised by Hudson 
(2010)…

Page/Document on a web site 
- no author

Title of page Year, name of sponsor of the source, viewed Day Month Year, 
<URL>.

Indigenous Australia 2011, Oxfam Australia, viewed 10 October 2011, 
<http://www.oxfam.org.au/explore/indigenous-australia>.

A clear explanation can be found 
on the Oxfam Australia website 
(Indigenous Australia 2011).

Page/Document on a web site 
- no date

Author’s family name, Initial(s) n.d., Title of page, name of sponsor of the 
source, viewed Day Month Year, <URL>.

Moreman, J n.d., Indigenous Australians at war, Department of 
Veterans Affairs, viewed 10 October 2011, <http://www.dva.gov.au/
benefitsAndServices/ind/Pages/at_war.aspx>.

Tip: n.d.= no date

Extensive research (Moreman n.d.) 
has shown…

Document on a web site - no 
author, no date

Is this source suitable for academic writing?

Tip: you are missing 2 key tools to evaluate the accuracy and quality of the information you 
have found. The recommendation is to NOT use information from this source
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Wiki Title of Wiki Year (of article), 'Article title', format, Day Month (of article), 

viewed Day Month Year, <URL>.

Open Education Wiki 2008, ‘Open Education Workshop’, wiki article, 21 
November, viewed 1 July 2010, <http://openeducation.org.au/wiki/index.
php/Main_Page#Open_Education_Workshop_2008>.

Extra documentation was presented 
(Open Education Wiki 2008) Wiki 
supporting the morning session 
discussions.

Lists, groups, bulletin boards Author’s family name, Initial(s) <Author’s details - usually an email 
address> Year of posting, ‘Subject/title of posting’, description of posting, 
list Owner, viewed Day Month Year, <URL>.

Nield, C <claire.nield@batchelor.edu.au> 2011, ‘Joint use libraries’, 
discussion list, Libraries of the Northern Territory Network, viewed 29 July 
2011, <linnet-l-bounces@lists.nt.gov.au>.

A comparison of joint use libraries 
is available from the Linnet 
discussion list (Nield, C 2011).

Podcast Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of podcast, format, name and 
place of the sponsor of the source, Day Month (of podcast), viewed Day 
Month Year, <URL>.

ABC Local Radio 2010, Harbour barra bountiful, podcast, ABC Local Radio 
Darwin, 24 July, viewed 15 September 2010, <http://www.abc.net.au/local/
audio/2010/07/24/2963078.htm?site=darwin>.

According to the radio (ABC Local 
Radio 2010) Darwin harbour will 
be…

YouTube/online video Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year (if available) date Title of video, 
format, viewed date month year, <URL>.

Sorry, Kevin Rudd’s Apology to “The Stolen Generation” 2008, online video, 
viewed 1st July 2010, <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3TZOGpG6cM>.

In the speech Rudd (Sorry, Kevin 
Rudd’s Apology to “The Stolen 
Generation” 2008) referred to...

Social media As per examples below As per examples below

Facebook no entry in reference list – it is important to get the permission of the 
person being referred to before you cite them

See Personal Communication

Mr Isaksen posted further details of 
the 2012 incident on his Facebook 
wall. 
or 
Further details are available (M 
Isaksen 2012, pers. comm., 2 
January).
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Twitter (Tweet) Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of Tweet, day and month, time, 

viewed date month year, <URL>.

Fry, S 2009, Stephen Fry on Twitter, 19 August, 11:46 AM, viewed 21 
September 2009, <http://twitter.com/stephenfry/status/3410508772>.

Half way through his latest travel 
adventure Stephen Fry (Fry 2009) 
tweeted to his followers about the 
issues with…

Blog Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, ‘Title of blog post’ Title of Blog, day 
and month of individual post, viewed date month year, <URL>.

 Simpson, J 2010, ‘NT policy on Indigenous languages’, Transient Languages 
and Cultures, 25 May, viewed 30 June 2010, <http://blogs.usyd.edu.au/elac/
indigenous_language_education>.

Tip: if no proper name is given for the author their blog user name may be used. 

Simpson (2010) calls into question…

Personal communication Personal communications such as conversations, letters, personal e-mail, 
phone and SMS messages are not usually included in the reference list but 
all details are cited in the text of the work.

Tip: Please check with your lecturer as to their preference (eg in-text only or in Ref list).

In a telephone conversation on 
4 October 2010, Ms Williams 
suggested… 

e-mail no entry in reference list – it is important to get the permission of the 
person being referred to before you cite them

See Personal communication

Ms J Ah Mat confirmed this by 
e-mail on 23 July 2010. 
 or 
It has been confirmed that the 
books were sent (J AhMat 2010, 
pers. comm., 23 July).

SMS text message See Personal communication

Multimedia As per examples below As per examples below

CD-ROM Author’s family name, Initial(s) Title Year, format, publisher, place of 
publication. 
or if no author 
Title Year, format, publisher, place of publication. 
Creating the connections 2008, CD-ROM, Adult Multicultural Education 
Services, Melbourne.

Linking stories with community has 
been done before with excellent 
results. (Creating the connections 
2008) 
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Video /DVD Treat the same as the CD-ROM example

The call of Kakadu 1996, DVD, David Curl in association with the BBC, 
Yulara.

The skill of the photographer in The 
call of Kakadu (1996) sets a new 
standard…

Television Title of Television broadcast: Title of TV series Year, format, Television 
Channel, day month of broadcast.

In the frame: Wayne Blair Encore: Message Stick 2011, television program, 
ABC1, 9 October 2011.

Tip: use both the title of the episode and of the series in the title details

In the frame: Wayne Blair Encore 
(2011) provides an intimate portrait 
of Aboriginal actor, writer and 
director…

Television - online Title of Television broadcast: Title of TV series Year, format, Television 
Channel, day month of broadcast, viewed day month year, <URL>.

Long strides: Living Black 2009, television broadcast, SBS Television, 25 
May, viewed 19 October 2011, <http://library.batchelor.edu.au:2092/search;
rs=1;rec=1;action=showCompleteRec>.

More programmes (Long strides 
2009) are being implemented 
to provide opportunities for 
indigenous athletes…

Artwork Artists’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of work, format, place viewed, 
location of place viewed.

Jandany, H 2001, Ngarrgoorroon Country, natural ochre on canvas, Batchelor 
Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education, Parap, NT.

Ngarrgoorroon Country (Jandany 
2001) depicts the…

Images Artist’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of image (or a description), format 
(if applicable), in Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of book, 
Publisher, Place of Publication, page number.

Robb, J n.d.,Kalkatungu country, Queensland, photograph, in Nathan, D 
(ed.)1996, Australia’s indigenous languages, Senior Secondary Assessment 
Board of South Australia, Wayville.

The relationship of language to 
country is clearly represented 
in the photograph Kalkatungu 
country,(Robb n.d.). 
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Images - online Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title of image (or a description), format 

(if applicable), name and place of the sponsor of the source, viewed Day 
Month Year, <URL>. 
or 
Title of image (or a description) Year, format (if applicable), name and place 
of the sponsor of the source, viewed Day Month Year, <URL>.

Tip: examples of the format - digital image / map / blackline master

A group of students graduate from Batchelor Institute 2010, digital image, 
ABC News, viewed 11 October 2011, <http://www.abc.net.au/news/2010-
06-08/batchelor-institute/858734>.

Images may be used for news 
items as demonstrated by the 
ABC recently (A group of students 
graduate from Batchelor Institute 
2010).

Standards Authoring body Year, Title of standard, (standard number), publisher, place 
of publication

Standards Australia 2010, Residential timber framed construction-cyclonic 
areas (AS 1684.3-2010), Standards Australia, Sydney.

The building failed to meet 
recommended standards (Standards 
Australia, 2010).

Standards - online Standards Australia 2010, Residential timber framed construction-cyclonic 
areas (AS 1684.3-2010), SAI Global Limited, viewed 5 October 2010, 
<http://library.batchelor.edu.au:2122/online/autologin.asp>.

The building failed to meet 
recommended standards (Standards 
Australia, 2010).

Newspaper article Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, ‘Title of the article’, Title of the 
newspaper, Day Month, pages.

As per examples below

Newspaper article - author Owens, J & Wilson, L 2010, ‘Wild rivers law branded ‘colonialism’’, The 
Australian 30 September, p. 6.

The article by Owens & Wilson 
(2010, p.6) quotes…

Newspaper article - online Patty, A &Harrison, D 2010, ‘Aboriginal pupils in sharp focus in education 
plan‘, Sydney Morning Herald, 12 May, viewed 23 September 2010, <http://
www.smh.com.au/national/aboriginal-pupils-in-sharp-focus-in-education-
plan-20100511-uuun.html>.

 According to Patty and Harrison 
(2010) Aboriginal students are…

Newspaper article - wire 
service as author

AAP 2011, ‘Oil spill becomes NZ’s worst’, Sydney Morning Herald, 11 
October, viewed 11 October 2011, <http://www.smh.com.au/world/oil-spill-
becomes-nzs-worst-20111011-1lis4.html>.

Tip: a wire service agency, such as AAP or Reuters should be treated as an author

New Zealand’s biggest maritime 
disaster to date (AAP 2011) was 
caused… 
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Government publication Authoring body date, Title of report, publisher, place of publication.

Indigenous Nursing Education Working Group 2002, Getting em n keepin 
em, Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing, Canberra.

(Indigenous Nursing Education 
Working Group 2002, p. 25)

Government publication - 
author acknowledged

Authoring body date, Title of report, (first name last name: role), publisher, 
place of publication.

Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 1989, Our homeless 
children: report of the national inquiry into homeless children, (Brian 
Burdekin, chairman) AGPS, Canberra.

Tip: If you use abbreviations in citations must be accompanied by a see reference in the 
Reference list.

HREOC - see Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 1989, Our homeless children: report of the 
national inquiry into homeless children, (Brian Burdekin, chairman) AGPS, Canberra.

The results of the national 
inquiry (Human Rights and Equal 
Opportunity Commission 1989) 
were published…

According to the Burdekin 
report (Human Rights and Equal 
Opportunity Commission 1989) the 
process of separation has…

Using abbreviations:

According to the Burdekin report (HREOC 
1989) the process of separation has… 

Dictionary No entry required in the reference list The Macquarie budget dictionary 
(2010) defines the term…

Encyclopedia Article Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, ‘Title of article’, in name of 
author/editor of encyclopedia, Title of encyclopedia, Publisher, Place of 
Publication, volume (vol.), pages.

Baker,J 2008, Hallucinogens, in WA Darity (ed.), International Encyclopedia 
of the Social Sciences, 2nd edn, Thomson Gale, Detroit.

Baker (2008) describes a variety of 
hallucinogenic… 

Encyclopedia - author for the 
entry

Garland, EA 2011, ‘Biology’, in The World Book encyclopedia, World Book, 
Chicago, vol. 2, pp. 316-322.

“Biology is the study of scientific 
things” (Garland 201, p.316). 

Encyclopedia - no author for 
the entry

Encyclopedia of Australian wildlife 1997, Reader’s Digest, Sydney, p. 62. (Encyclopedia of Australian wildlife 
1997, p.62)

Encyclopedia - editor Horton, D (ed.) 1994, The encyclopaedia of Aboriginal Australia, Aboriginal 
Studies Press, Canberra.

Tip: There is a list of common abbreviations at the end of the guide

(Horton 1994)
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Resource End text Reference In-text Reference
Thesis Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title, Qualification, University, Place.

Herbert, HJ 2003, Is success a matter of choice? Exploring Indigenous 
Australian notions of success within the context of the Australian university, 
PhD thesis, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne. 

Herbert (2003) descrbes…

Thesis - online Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, Title, Qualification, University, Place, 
viewed date month year, <URL>

Hellston, D 2011, Indigenous students experience of university education, PhD 
thesis, University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, viewed 2 December 
2011, <http://eprints.usq.edu.au/19532/2/Hellsten_2011_whole.pdf>. 

Hellston (2011) claims…

Conference paper - published Author’s family name, Initial(s) Year, ‘Title of paper’, Title of conference, 
Location of conference, day month of conference.

Corstorphan, D & Corstorphan, J 2005, ‘Implementation of technology in 
the bush: bringing remote clinics into the 21st century’, National Health 
Informatics Conference, Melbourne, 31 July to 2 August.

At the annual conference the 
emphasis was clearly on the 
need for technological change 
(Corstorphan & Corstorphan 2005).

Conference paper - via a 
database or online

Author’s family name, Initial(s) year, ‘Title of paper’, Title of conference, 
Location of conference, day month of conference, viewed day month year, 
via database/ <URL>.

Corstorphan, D & Corstorphan, J 2005, ‘Implementation of technology in 
the bush: bringing remote clinics into the 21st century’, National Health 
Informatics Conference, Melbourne, 31 July to 2 August, viewed 5 December 
2011, via Informit

At the annual conference the 
emphasis was clearly on the 
need for technological change 
(Corstorphan & Corstorphan 2005).

Conference paper - 
unpublished

Author’s family name, Initial(s) year, ‘Title of paper’, paper presented to 
Title of conference, place of conference, day month of conference.

Williams, A 2011, ‘Welcome to country: the rewards and challenges of 
an Indigenous higher education library service in the NT’, powerpoint 
presentation presented to TAFE Australia Library Conference, Melbourne, 
28-29 July.

Tip: identify the type of document presented eg. paper, abstract, manuscript as in abstract 
presented to…, manuscript presented to…

There are many challenges ahead 
as described in a presentation by 
Ann Williams from the NT (Williams, 
A 2011)…
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Remember:
◊ Be consistent.
◊ Do not put a full stop or comma after the author’s initials (nb. there is no comma between the author’s initial and the date of publication).
◊ There is a full stop at the end of the reference.
◊ Use minimum capitalisation in the title (i.e. only the first letter of the first word is a capital, unless there are names of a country or person in the 

title, where you do use capitals).
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Common abbreviations
app. appendix n.d. no date

art. article no. number

chap. chapter p. page number

comp. compiled, compiler pp. page range

div. division pers. comm. personal communication

ed. editor rev. revised, revisor

eds editors – note no full stop ser. series

edn edition – note no full stop suppl. supplement

et al. and others trans. translated, translator

ibid. ibidem vol. volume
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Glossary
bibliography – a list of all resources cited in the work plus others that have been read

citation – a reference to support/prove; reference to an example

cite – to refer to

edition – a new version of the same book with alterations or additions

et al. – ‘and others’ If there are more than three authors or authoring bodies, the in-text citation should be written using the first author name followed by 
‘et al’. However, the names of all authors or authoring bodies must be listed in the reference list.h

hanging indent – indents the rest of the text while leaving the first line in place

ibid – an ‘ibid’ (ibidem - in the same place) signifies a reference to the same work cited immediately before it - can be the same page or a different one.

in-text – within the text of a document to use them as your own work, ideas, opinions etc

italicise – to change the type to italic; slope to the right type

paraphrase – to reword a piece of text or speech; to put into your own words

primary sources – original documents

quote – to repeat exactly a piece of text or speech

reference – an acknowledgement of the use of another’s work, ideas, opinions etc.

reference list – a list of all resources cited in the work.

secondary citation – to refer to an author/piece of work cited in a secondary source

secondary sources – documents that use primary sources to interpret, discuss and draw conclusions about
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Example Reference List
ABC Local Radio 2010, Harbour barra bountiful, podcast, ABC Local Radio Darwin, 24 July, viewed 15 September 2010, <http://www.abc.net.au/local/

audio/2010/07/24/2963078.htm?site=darwin>.

The call of Kakadu 1996, DVD, David Curl in association with the BBC, Yulara.

Clouth, P & Nutbrown, C 2002, A student’s guide to methodology, Sage Publications, London.

Corstorphan, D & Corstorphan, J 2005, ‘Implementation of technology in the bush: bringing remote clinics into the 21st century’, National Health 
Informatics Conference, Melbourne, 31 July to 2 August.

Council of Remote Area Nurses 2001, Clinical procedures manual for remote and rural practice: how to do it in the bush!, Council for Remote Area Nurses of 
Australia, Alice Springs, N.T.

Creating the connections 2008, CD-ROM, Adult Multicultural Education Services, Melbourne.

A group of students graduate from Batchelor Institute 2010, digital image, ABC News, viewed 11 October 2011, <http://www.abc.net.au/news/2010-06-08/
batchelor-institute/858734>.

Hellston, D 2011, Indigenous students experience of university education, PhD thesis, University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, viewed 2 December 
2011, <http://eprints.usq.edu.au/19532/2/Hellsten_2011_whole.pdf>.

Herbert, HJ 2003, Is success a matter of choice? Exploring Indigenous Australian notions of success within the context of the Australian university, PhD thesis, 
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne.

Hudson, S 2010, Healthy Stores, healthy communities: the impact of outback stores on remote Indigenous Australians, The Centre for Independent Studies, 
viewed 27 September 2010, <http://www.cis.org.au/publications/issue-analysis/article/1622-healthy-stores-healthy-communities-the-impact-of-
outback-stores-on-remote-indigenous-australians>.

Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 1989, Our homeless children: report of the national inquiry into homeless children, (Brian Burdekin, 
chairman) AGPS, Canberra.

Indigenous Australia 2011, Oxfam Australia, viewed 10 October 2011, <http://www.oxfam.org.au/explore/indigenous-australia>Indigenous Nursing 
Education Working Group 2002, Getting em n keepin em, Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing, Canberra.

Jandany, H 2001, Ngarrgoorroon Country, natural ochre on canvas, Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education, Parap, NT.

McRae, H, Nettheim, G, Beacroft, L, McNamara, L & Wright, S 2003, Indigenous legal issues commentary and materials, 3rd edn, Lawbook Co., Sydney.

Moreman, J n.d., Indigenous Australians at war, Department of Veterans Affairs, viewed 10 October 2011, <http://www.dva.gov.au/benefitsAndServices/ind/
Pages/at_war.aspx>.

Northern Territory Government, 2011, Housing the Territory, Department of Housing, Local Government and Regional Services, viewed 1 December 2011, 
<http://www.dhlgrs.nt.gov.au/>.
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Owens, J & Wilson, L 2010, ‘Wild rivers law branded ‘colonialism’’, The Australian 30 September, p. 6.Robb, J n.d.,Kalkatungu country, Queensland, photograph, 
in Nathan, D (ed.)1996, Australia’s indigenous languages, Senior Secondary Assessment Board of South Australia, Wayville.

Phillips, G 2003, Addictions and healing in Aboriginal country, eBook, viewed 6 October 2010, <http://library.batchelor.edu.au:2092/fullText;dn=9892611167
87858;res=IELHSS>.

Pilkington, D (Nugi Garimara) 1996, Follow the rabbit-proof fence, Queensland University Press, St Lucia.

Smith, JD 2004, ‘Indigenous Australia’, Australia’s rural and remote health: a social justice perspective, Tertiary Press, Croydon, Victoria.

Sorry, Kevin Rudd’s Apology to “The Stolen Generation” 2008, online video, viewed 1st July 2010, <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3TZOGpG6cM>.

Standards Australia 2010, Residential timber framed construction-cyclonic areas (AS 1684.3-2010), Standards Australia, Sydney.

Tortora, GJ & Derrickson, BD 2009, Principles of anatomy and physiology, 12th ed., John Wiley & Sons, USA.

Yates garden guide 2006, 42nd edn, HarperCollins, Australia.
Tip: a hanging indent makes your reference list easy to read.
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Can’t find what you want?
The Style Manual gives you basic principles to follow.

Find it at 808.027 STYL in the library

Some other places to look:

Charles Darwin University: http://www.cdu.edu.au/library/downloads/pdf/CDUHarvardReferencing.pdf

University of Queeensland: http://www.library.uq.edu.au/training/citation/harvard_6.pdf

Monash University: http://www.lib.monash.edu.au/tutorials/citing/harvard.html

University of Wollongong: http://www.library.uow.edu.au/referencing/

University of South Australia: http://www.unisa.edu.au/ltu/students/study/referencing/harvard.pdf
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